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Abstract: We employ the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner formalism to study the renormalization
group ow of gravity minimally coupled to an arbitrary number of scalar, vector, and Dirac
elds. The decomposition of the gravitational degrees of freedom into a lapse function,
shift vector, and spatial metric equips spacetime with a preferred (Euclidean) \time"-
direction. In this work, we provide a detailed derivation of the renormalization group ow
of Newton's constant and the cosmological constant on a at Friedmann-Robertson-Walker
background. Adding matter elds, it is shown that their contribution to the ow is the
same as in the covariant formulation and can be captured by two parameters dg, d. We
classify the resulting xed point structure as a function of these parameters nding that
the existence of non-Gaussian renormalization group xed points is rather generic. In
particular the matter content of the standard model and its most common extensions gives
rise to one non-Gaussian xed point with real critical exponents suitable for Asymptotic
Safety. Moreover, we nd non-Gaussian xed points for any number of scalar matter elds,
making the scenario attractive for cosmological model building.
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1 Introduction
The quantization of the gravitational force is an outstanding open problem in theoretical
high-energy physics. In this context, Asymptotic Safety, rst proposed by Weinberg [1{4]
and recently reviewed in [5{11], may provide an attractive mechanism for obtaining a
consistent and predictive quantum theory for gravity within the framework of quantum
eld theory. Given that asymptotic safety is a rather general concept whose applicability
is not limited to the gravitational interactions it was soon realized that this mechanism may
also be operative once the gravitational degrees of freedom are supplemented by matter
elds [12, 13]. In this way the asymptotic safety scenario may also provide a framework for


















The key ingredient underlying the asymptotic safety mechanism is a renormalization
group (RG) xed point which controls the behavior of the theory at ultra-high energies.
The xed point then ensures that all dimensionless coupling constants remain nite, pre-
venting the occurrence of unphysical UV divergences. Provided that it also comes with
a nite number of eigendirections along which the ow is dragged into the xed point
for increasing energy this construction has the same predictive power as a perturbatively
renormalizable quantum eld theory. For the case where the gravitational degrees of free-
dom are encoded in uctuations of the (Euclidean) spacetime metric, dening the so-called
metric approach to Asymptotic Safety, the existence of a suitable non-Gaussian xed point
(NGFP) has been demonstrated in a vast number of works including the projection of the
gravitational RG ow onto the Einstein-Hilbert action [14{20], f(R)-type actions build
from nite polynomials constructed from the curvature scalar R [6, 21{27], and including
the square of the Weyl tensor [28{31]. Moreover, ref. [32] established that this NGFP also
persists once the perturbative two-loop counterterm found by Goro and Sagnotti [33] is
included in the projection. A complementary class of approximations which also keeps
track of the uctuation elds, corroborates this picture [34{41]. Moreover, approximations
including an innite number of scale-dependent coupling constants are currently under
development [42{57]. Starting from [12, 13] it has also been shown that the Asymptotic
Safety mechanism may also play a key role in the high-energy completion of a large class
of gravity-matter models [55, 58{68].
An open question in the metric approach to Asymptotic Safety is the so-called \problem
of time" (see [69] for review). While quantum mechanics and quantum eld theory in
a xed Minkowski background possess a natural notion of time, the notion of time in a
dynamical (and possibly uctuating) spacetime becomes rather involved. A way to address
this question in general relativity is the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM)-formalism. In this
case the spacetime metric is decomposed into a Lapse function N , a shift vector Ni, and a
metric ij which measures distances on the spatial slices t dened as hypersurfaces where
the time-variable t is constant. The foliation structure then leads to natural time-direction.
A functional renormalization group equation (FRGE) for the eective average ac-
tion [14, 70{72] tailored to the ADM-formalism has been constructed in [73, 74]. A rst
evaluation of the resulting RG ow within the Matsubara-formalism provided strong in-
dications that the UV xed point underlying the Asymptotic Safety program is robust
under a change from Euclidean to Lorentzian signature [73, 74]. Moreover, the FRGE in
ADM-variables provides a powerful tool for studying RG ows within Horava-Lifshitz grav-
ity [75] since it allows for anisotropic scaling relations between spatial and time-directions
by including higher-derivative intrinsic curvature terms [76{78].
The purpose of the present work is twofold. Firstly, it provides all technical details
underlying the construction of RG ows from the ADM-formalism on a at Friedmann-
Robertson-Walker background studied in [79]. Here the key ingredient is the gauge-xing
scheme presented in section 3.2 which leads to regular propagators for all component elds
including the lapse function and the shift vector thereby avoiding the pathologies encoun-
tered in temporal gauge. Secondly, we initiate the study of matter eects in this setting, by

















for foliated gravity-matter systems containing an arbitrary number of minimally coupled
scalars, NS , vector elds NV , and Dirac fermions ND. The inclusion of the matter elds
leads to a two-parameter deformation of the beta functions controlling the ow of Gk and
k in the pure gravity case. Analyzing the beta functions of the gravity-matter systems
utilizing these deformation parameters allows classifying their xed point structure of the
model independently of a specic choice of regulator in the matter sector. The xed point
structure found for a specic gravity-matter model can then be determined by evaluating
the map relating its eld content to the deformation parameters. In particular, we nd
that the matter content of the standard model of particle physics as well as many of its
phenomenologically motivated extensions are located in areas which give rise to a single
UV xed point with real critical exponents. These ndings provide a rst indication that
the asymptotic safety mechanism encountered in the case of pure gravity may carry over
to the case of gravity-matter models with a realistic matter eld content, also in the case
where spacetime is equipped with a foliation structure.
This work is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the ADM-formalism and the
construction of the corresponding FRGE [73, 74]. Our ansatz for the eective average
action and the evaluation of the resulting RG ow on a (Euclidean) Friedmann-Robertson-
Walker (FRW) background is presented in section 3. In particular, section 3.2 summarizes
the construction of our novel gauge-xing scheme leading to regular propagators for all
component elds. Limiting the analysis to D = 3 + 1 spacetime dimensions, the ow
equation in the context of pure gravity are analyzed in section 4.1 while the xed point
structure appearing in gravity-matter systems is discussed in section 4.2. We provide a
short summary and discussion of our ndings in section 5. Technical details about the
background geometry, the construction of the Hessians in a at Friedmann-Robertson-
Walker background, and the evaluation of the operator traces entering the FRGE are
relegated to the appendix A, appendix B, and appendix C, respectively.
2 Renormalization group ows on foliated spacetimes
The functional renormalization group equation on foliated spacetimes has been constructed
in [73, 74] and we review the formalism in the following section. For a pedagogical intro-
duction to the 3 + 1-formalism the reader is referred to [80].
2.1 Arnowitt-Deser-Misner decomposition of spacetime
We start from a D-dimensional Euclidean manifold M with metric  , carrying coordi-
nates x. In order to be able to perform a Wick rotation to Lorentzian signature, we dene
a time function (x) which assigns a specic time  to each spacetime point x. This can be
used to decompose M into a stack of spatial slices i  fx : (x) = ig encompassing all
points x with the same value of the \time-coordinate" i. The gradient of the time function
@ can be used to dene a vector n
 normal to the spatial slices, n  N@ where the
lapse function N(; yi) is used to ensures the normalization  n
 n = 1. Furthermore,
the gradient can be used to introduce a vector eld t satisfying t@ = 1. Denoting
the coordinates on  by y

















decomposed into the space tangent to  and its complement. The corresponding basis













The normal vector then satises  n
 ei
 = 0.
The spatial coordinate systems on neighboring spatial slices can be connected by con-
structing the integral curves  of t and requiring that yi is constant along these curves. A
priori t is neither tangent nor orthogonal to the spatial slices. Using the Jacobians (2.1)
it can be decomposed into its components normal and tangent to 
t = N n +N i ei
 ; (2.2)
where N i(; yi) is called the shift vector. Analogously, the coordinate one-forms transform
according to
dx = td + ei
dyi = Nnd + ei
 (dyi +N id) : (2.3)
Dening the metric on the spatial slice ij = ei
 ej
  the line-element ds
2 =  dx
dx
written in terms of the ADM elds takes the form
ds2 =  dx
dx = N2d2 + ij (dy
i +N id)(dyj +N jd) : (2.4)
Note that in this case the lapse function N , the shift vector N i and the induced metric
on the spatial slices ij depend on the spacetime coordinates (; y
i).1 In terms of metric




















where spatial indices i; j are raised and lowered with the metric on the spatial slices.
An innitesimal coordinate transformation v(; y) acting on the metric can be ex-
pressed in terms of the Lie derivative Lv




f(; y); i(; y)

(2.7)
into its temporal and spatial parts, the transformation (2.6) determines the transformation
properties of the component elds under Di(M)
N = @ (fN) + 
k@kN  NN i@if ;






ij = f@ij + 
k@kij + jk@i
k + ik@j
k +Nj@if +Ni@jf :
(2.8)
1This situation diers from projectable Horava-Lifshitz gravity where N is restricted to be a function of

















For completeness, we note
N i = @ (N
if) + j@jN
i  N j@ji + @i  N iN j@jf +N2ij@jf : (2.9)
Denoting expressions in Euclidean and Lorentzian signature by subscripts E and L, the
Wick rotation is implemented by
E !  iL ; N iE ! iN iL : (2.10)









Kij Gij;klKkl   (d)R+ 2
i
: (2.11)
Here (d)R denotes the intrinsic curvature on the d-dimensional spatial slice,
Kij  1
2N
(@ij  DiNj  DjNi) ; K  ijKij (2.12)
are the extrinsic curvature and its trace, and Di denotes the covariant derivative con-
structed from ij . The kinetic term is determined by the Wheeler-de Witt metric
Gij;kl  ik jl   ij kl : (2.13)
The parameter  = 1 is xed by requiring invariance of the action with respect to Di(M)
and we adhere to this value for the rest of this work.
When studying the eects of matter elds in section 4.2, we supplement the gravi-
tational action (2.11) by NS scalar elds, NV abelian gauge elds and ND Dirac elds
minimally coupled to gravity
































































 i =r i :
(2.15)
The summation index i runs over the matter species and we adopt Feynman gauge setting
 = 1. In the context of Asymptotic Safety, matter sectors of this type have been discussed
in the context of the covariant approach in [12, 13] with extensions considered recently
in [62, 64, 66, 81]. In particular, our treatment of the Dirac fermions follows [62, 82].
All matter actions are readily converted to the ADM framework by using the projec-


















2.2 Functional renormalization group equation
The rst step in deriving the FRGE for the eective average action  k [14, 70{72] species
the eld content of the model. For foliated spacetimes, it is natural to encode the grav-
itational degrees of freedom in terms of the ADM-elds fN;Ni; ijg. Additional matter
degrees of freedom are easily incorporated by including additional elds in the construction.
The construction of  k makes manifest use of the background eld method. Following [74]
we use a linear split of the ADM elds into background elds (marked with an bar) and
uctuations (indicated by a hat)2
N = N + N^ ; Ni = Ni + N^i ; ij = ij + ^ij : (2.16)
Conveniently, we will denote the sets of physical elds, background elds and uctuations
by , , and ^, respectively. I.e.,  = fN;Ni; ij ; : : :g where the dots indicate ghost elds
and potentially additional matter elds.
The eective average action is then obtained in the usual way. Starting from a generic
dieomorphism invariant action Sgrav[N;Ni; ij ], one formally writes down the generating
functional




 Sgrav   Sgf   Sghost  kS   Ssource
i
; (2.17)
where Sgrav is supplemented by a suitable gauge-xing term Sgf , a corresponding ghost
action Sghost exponentiating the Faddeev-Popov determinant, and source terms Ssource for






 N [ ^Rk[ ] ^ ] ; (2.18)
where the matrix-valued kernel Rk[ ] is constructed from the background metric and pro-
vides a scale-dependent mass term for uctuations with momenta p2 . k2. Based on the
partition function, we dene the generating functional for the connected Green functions
Wk[J ; ]  log [Zk] : (2.19)
The eective average action is then obtained as
 k[^; ]  e k[^; ] kS[; ] (2.20)
where e k is the Legendre-transform of Wk. In general  k consists of a (generic) gravita-
tional action  gravk supplemented by a suitable gauge-xing  
gf
k , ghost action  
ghost
k and,










with the gauge-xing constructed from the background eld method.
2Strictly speaking, the elds appearing in the eective average action are the vacuum expectation values
of the classical elds introduced in the previous subsection. In order to keep our notation light, we use the

































k denotes the second variation of  k with respect to the uctuation elds ^, STr
contains a graded sum over component elds and an integration over loop momenta, and







and k@kRk ensures that the right-hand-side of
the FRGE is actually nite. Moreover, the FRGE realizes Wilson's idea of renormalization
in the sense that the ow of  k is essentially driven by uctuations located in a small
momentum-interval situated at the RG scale k.
It is instructive to contrast the background eld formalism set up in terms of ADM-
variables with the covariant eld decompositions discussed in [53, 54]. We start by consid-
ering a linear split of the spacetime metric g into a background g and uctuations h :
g = g + h : (2.23)
Applying the ADM-decomposition (2.5) to g expresses g in terms of the background
ADM-elds ( N; Ni; ij). Performing the same decomposition for g and subsequently
substituting the linear decomposition of the ADM-elds (2.16) then provides a relation
between the uctuations h and the elds appearing in the ADM-formulation
h00 = 2 NN^ + N^
2 + ij( Ni + N^i)( Nj + N^j)  ij Ni Nj ;
h0i = N^i ;
hij = ^ij :
(2.24)
The relations containing spatial indices are linear while the expression for h00 involves both
the background and uctuating ADM elds to arbitrary high powers. This is reminiscent
of the exponential parameterization of the metric uctuation which also involves h to
arbitrary high powers. The map (2.24) then establishes that the ADM-decomposition gives
rise to a natural parameterization of the metric uctuations.
At this stage, the following remark is in order. Owed to the non-linearity of the ADM
decomposition, the transformation of the ADM elds under the full dieomorphism group
is non-linear. In combination with the linear split (2.16) this entails that kS, which,
by construction, is quadratic in the uctuation elds, preserves a subgroup of the full
dieomorphism group as a background symmetry only. Inspecting eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) one
sees, that restricting the symmetry group to foliation preserving dieomorphisms where, by
denition f(; y) = f() is independent of the spatial coordinates, eliminates the quadratic
terms in the transformations laws. This indicates that the regulator appearing in (2.22)
only respects foliation preserving dieomorphisms as a background symmetry. Also see [74]

















3 RG ows on a Friedmann-Robertson-Walker background
In this section we use the FRGE (2.22) to determine the beta functions encoding the scale-
dependence of Newton's constant and the cosmological constant in the context of pure
gravity and gravity minimally coupled to non-interacting matter elds. The key ingredient
in the construction is a novel gauge-xing scheme introduced in section 3.2 where all ADM-
elds acquire a relativistic dispersion relation. Our discussion primarily focuses on the
gravitational sector of the ow, incorporating the contributions from the matter sector at
the very end only.
3.1 The Einstein-Hilbert ansatz
Finding exact solutions of the FRGE (2.22) is rather dicult. A standard way of con-
structing approximate solutions, which does not rely on the expansion in a small coupling
constant, is to restrict the interaction monomials in  k to a specic subset and subsequently
project the RG ow onto the subspace spanned by the ansatz. In the present work, we will










ij  K2   (d)R+ 2k
i
: (3.1)
This ansatz contains two scale-dependent couplings, Newton's constant Gk and the cosmo-
logical constant k. Their scale-dependence can be read o from the coecient multiplying
the square of the extrinsic curvature and the spacetime volume, respectively.
In order to facilitate the computation, it then suces to work out the ow on a
background which allows to distinguish between these two interaction monomials. For




1 ; a()2 ij
 () N = 1 ; Ni = 0 ; ij = a()2 ij ; (3.2)


















where ^ denotes the set of all uctuation elds. Thus the choice (3.2) is suciently general
to distinguish the two interaction monomials encoding the ow of Gk and k. Note that
we have not assumed that the background is compact. In particular the \time-coordinate"
 may be taken as non-compact.
3.2 Hessians, gauge-xing, and ghost action
Constructing the right-hand-side of the ow equation requires the Hessian  
(2)
k . Starting









































(I1   I2   I3 + 2k I4) : (3.5)
Expanding this expression around the background (3.2), the terms quadratic in the uc-





2I1   2I2   2I3 + 2k 2I4

; (3.6)
with the explicit expressions for 2Ii given in (B.5).
The FRW-background then makes it convenient to express the uctuation elds in
terms of the component elds used in cosmic perturbation theory (see, e.g., [83] for a
pedagogical introduction). Dening    ij@i@j , the shift vector is decomposed into its
transverse and longitudinal parts according to
N^i = ui + @i
1p

B ; @i ui = 0 : (3.7)
The metric uctuations are written as















vi; ^  ij ^ij ; (3.8)
with the component elds subject to the dierential constraints
@i hij = 0 ; 
ijhij = 0 ; @
ivi = 0 : (3.9)
The result obtained from substituting these decompositions into eq. (B.5) is given in
eqs. (B.13), (B.14), and (B.15). On this basis it is then rather straightforward to write
down the explicit form of (3.6) in terms of the component elds.
At this stage it is instructive to investigate the matrix elements of 2 gravk on at
Euclidean space, obtained by setting K = 0. The result is summarized in the second
column of table 1. On this basis, one can make the crucial observation that the component
elds do not possess a relativistic dispersion relation. One may then attempt to add a
suitable gauge-xing term  gfk . A suggestive choice (also from the perspective of Horava-
Lifshitz gravity) is proper-time gauge [84]. This gauge choice eliminates the uctuations













At the level of the component elds (3.7) this choice entails N^ = 0, ui = 0 and B = 0. This
eliminates the last six entries from table 1, essentially restricting quantum uctuations to
the components of the spatial metric. Table 1 then indicates that the sector containing
the uctuations of the spatial metric (rst ve entries) contains propagators which do not
include a spatial momentum dependence. On this basis proper-time gauge may not be


















Index matrix element 32Gk 






hh   2k   2k
v v 2
  @2   2k   2k
E E  k 12(  2k)
   (d  1)(d  2)  d 3d 2 k   (d 1)(d 3)2   2 k
 E  (d  1)  @2   2k  (d  1)  2k
uu 2  2
u v  2 @
p
 0
B  2 (d  1)p @ 0
N^  2 (d  1)  k (d  1)  2k
N^ E  2 k   2k
N^N^ 0 2
Table 1. Summary of the matrix elements appearing in 2 k when expanded  k around at
Euclidean space. The column \index" identies the corresponding matrix element in eld space,
   ij@i@j is the Laplacian on the spatial slice, and    @2t   ij@i@j . For each \o-diagonal"
entry there is a second contribution involving the adjoint of the dierential operator and the order
of the elds reversed.
Motivated by the recent investigation [85] it is then natural to investigate if there is
a dierent gauge choice ameliorating this peculiar feature. Inspired by the decomposi-















where F and Fi are linear in the uctuation elds. The integrand entering  
gf
k may also be
written in terms of a D-dimensional vector F  (F; Fi) and the background metric (3.2)
exploiting that F g
 F = F
2 + Fi 
ij Fj . The most general form of F and Fi which is
linear in the uctuation elds N^ ; N^i; ^ij and involves at most one derivative with respect
to the spatial or time coordinate is given by
F = c1 @ N^ + c2 @
i N^i + c3 @ ^ + d c8 K
ij ^ij + c9 KN^ ;
Fi = c4 @ N^i + c5 @i N^ + c6 @i ^ + c7 @
j ^ji + d c10 KijN^
j :
(3.12)
The ci are real coecients which may depend on d and the factors d are introduced for later
convenience. Following the calculation in appendix B.2, rewriting the gauge-xing (3.11)
in terms of the component elds yields (B.17) and (B.18). Combining 2 gravk with the
gauge-xing contribution one nally arrives at (B.19). The coecients ci are then xed by
requiring, rstly, that all component elds come with a relativistic dispersion relation and,



















. It turns out that these two conditions essentially x the gauge uniquely,
up to a physically irrelevant discrete symmetry:
c1 = 1 ; c2 = 1 ; c3 =  1
2




c4 = 2 c5 =  2 ; c6 =  1
2





where 1 = 1 and 2 = 1. Since  gfk is quadratic in F and Fi it depends on 2i only and
the choice of sign does not change  gfk .























This becomes apparent when F dW = (F
dW; F dWi ) is decomposed into its time and spatial
parts. Substituting the relations (2.24) (truncated at linear order in the uctuation elds)
and choosing a at space background gives
F dW = @ N^ + @
iN^i   1
2
@ ^ +O(^2) ;




j ^ji +O(^2) :
(3.16)
This result coincides with (3.12). Thus it is clear that the gauge xing (3.11) can be com-
pleted such that it preserves full background dieomorphism symmetry by systematically
starting from (3.14) and substituting the full map (2.24). Since the resulting extra terms
do not contribute to the present computation, they will not be considered any further.

















2   2k   2(d  1)
d
_K   d























0   d  1
d















0   2k   5d




(d  1) + E




0   2k   2(d  1)
d










0   2k   2(d  1)
d









0   2k   2(d  1)
d
























Here the operators i are dened in (A.5) and the diagonal terms in eld space have been
simplied by partial integration. Setting K = 0, the matrix elements resulting from this
expression are shown in the third column of table 1. On this basis, it is then straightforward
to verify that all uctuation elds acquire a relativistic dispersion relation. This condition
xes the gauge-choice uniquely [79].
The ghost action exponentiating the Faddeev-Popov determinant is obtained from the
variations (2.8) by evaluating (B.20). The ghost sector then comprises one scalar ghost c; c
and one spatial vector ghost bi; bi arising from the transformation of F and Fi, respectively.


































Notably, the ghost action does not contain a scale-dependent coupling. The results (3.17)
and (3.18) then complete the construction of the Hessian  
(2)
k .
At this stage the following remark is in order. Projectable Horava-Lifshitz gravity [75]
restricts the lapse function N(; y)! N() to a function of time only while the symmetry
group is restricted to foliation preserving dieomorphisms f(; y) ! f(). This structure
suggests a Landau-type gauge-xing for the lapse-function, setting F = N^ . Retaining the
most general (local) form of Fi given in (3.12), a quick inspection of eq. (B.19) with N^ = 0
and c1 = c2 = c3 = 0 reveals that there is no set of parameters ci which would bring the
dispersion relations of the remaining component elds into the relativistic form displayed in
table 1. Thus the extension of the present o-shell construction to Horava-Lifshitz gravity
is not straightforward.
3.3 Evaluating the operator traces
Notably, the Hessians arising from (3.17) and (3.18) contain D-covariant Laplace-type
operators only and can thus be evaluated using standard heat-kernel techniques (see the
appendix of [6] for details). Resorting to a Type I regulator [6], implicitly dened by
s 7! Pk = s +Rk ; (3.19)
and choosing the prole function Rk providing the k-dependent mass term for the uctu-
ation modes, to be of Litim-form Rk = (k
2   s) (k2   s), the computation uses the
heat-kernel techniques detailed in appendix A. Combining the intermediate results obtained
in appendix C, the ow of Newton's constant and the cosmological constant is conveniently
expressed in terms of the dimensionless quantities
  (Gk) 1@tGk ; k  k k 2 ; gk  Gk kd 1 : (3.20)
Here  is the anomalous dimension of Newton's constant. In order to write down the beta
functions in a compact form, it is moreover useful to dene

















The scale-dependence of gk and k is then encoded in
@tgk = g(g; ; d) ; @tk = (g; ; d) : (3.22)
The explicit expression for the beta functions is3
g = (d  1 + )g ;

















with anomalous dimension of Newton's constant given by
 =
16g B1()
(4)(d+1)=2 + 16g B2()
: (3.24)
The functions B1() and B2() depend on  and d and are given by
B1()   d
5 + 17d4 + 41d3 + 85d2 + 174d  78
24 d(d  1)  ((d+ 5)=2) +
d4   5d2 + 16d+ 48
























d4   10d3 + 21d2 + 6d+ 6
24 d(d  1)  ((d+ 5)=2) +
d4   5d2 + 16d+ 48
24 d(d  1) (1  2)  ((d+ 3)=2)
  d
4   15d2 + 28d  10
4 d(d  1) (1  2)2  ((d+ 5)=2) +
3d  3  (4d  2)
12Bdet()  ((d+ 3)=2)
+
c2;0 + c2;1+ c2;2
2
8 dBdet()2  ((d+ 5)=2)
: (3.26)
The coecients ci;j are polynomials in d and given by
c1;0 =  5d3 + 22d2   24d+ 16 ; c1;1 = 4
 
d3   10d2 + 16d  16 ;
c1;2 = 4
 
d3 + 6d2   16d+ 16 ; c2;0 =  5d3 + 22d2   24d+ 16 ; (3.27)
together with c1;1 = c2;1 and c1;2 = c2;2. Notably B2 is independent of the matter content
of the system, reecting the fact that the matter sector (2.15) is independent of New-
ton's constant. The result (3.23) together with the explicit expression for the anomalous
dimension of Newton's constant (3.24) constitutes the main result of this section.
3The beta functions given here dier from the ones used in [79] by a dierent form of the regulator in

















4 Properties of the RG ow
In this section, we analyze the RG ow resulting from the beta functions (3.23) for a
D = 3 + 1-dimensional spacetime. The case of pure gravity, corresponding to setting
NS = NV = ND = 0, is discussed in section 4.1 while the classication of the xed point
structure appearing in general gravity-matter systems is carried out in section 4.2. Our
results complement the ndings reported in [79].
4.1 Pure gravity
The beta functions (3.23) constitute a system of coupled rst-order dierential equations.
In general such systems do not admit analytical solutions and one has to resort to numer-
ical methods. Nevertheless, the general theory of dynamical systems allows to determine
possible long-term behaviors of the ow (3.23) by determining its xed points (FPs) (g; )
satisfying
g(g; ) = 0 ; (g; ) = 0 : (4.1)
Such xed points may control the long-term behavior of the theory in the limit k ! 1
(UV completion) or k ! 0 (IR limit). By linearizing the system (3.23) around its FPs, the
stability matrix Bij  @gjgi

g=g
encodes the k-dependence of the couplings near the xed
point. In particular, the scaling of the couplings is characterized by the critical exponents
i, dened by (minus) the eigenvalues of Bij : eigendirections coming with Re(i) > 0 are
dragged into the xed point for k ! 1 while directions with Re(i) < 0 are repelled in
this limit. The former then constitute the relevant directions of the xed point.
For d = 3 spatial dimensions the system (3.23) possesses a unique NGFP with positive
Newton's constant,
NGFP: g = 0:785 ;  = 0:315 ; g = 0:248 ; (4.2)
coming with a complex pair of critical exponents,
1;2 = 0:503 5:377i : (4.3)
The positive real part, Re(1;2) > 0, indicates that the NGFP acts as a spiraling UV attrac-
tor for the RG trajectories in its vicinity. Notably, this is the same type of UV-attractive
spiraling behavior encountered when evaluating the RG ow on foliated spacetimes us-
ing the Matsubara formalism [73, 74], and a vast range of studies building on the metric
formalism [15{23, 25, 26, 28{30, 34{41, 86{95].
Subsequently, it is instructive to determine the singular loci of the beta functions (3.23)
where either g or  diverge. For nite values of g and  these may either be linked to
one of the denominators appearing in  becoming zero or a divergences of the anomalous
dimension of Newton's constant. Inspecting , the rst case gives rise to two singular








































Figure 1. Singularity structure of the beta functions (3.23) in the -g-plane in d = 2 (left diagram)
and d = 3 (right diagram). The blue lines indicate xed singularities of , eq. (4.4), while the red
lines illustrate the curves (4.5) and where  develops a singularity.
The singular lines sing(g; ) associated with divergences of the anomalous dimension  are
complicated functions of d. For the specic cases d = 2 and d = 3 the resulting expressions
simplify and are given by the parametric curves
d = 2 : sing : g =   45(1  2)
2
2 (762   296+ 147) ;
d = 3 : sing : g =   144(6
2   7+ 2)2
1444   18843 + 31222   1688+ 279 :
(4.5)
The position of the singular lines (4.4) and (4.5) are illustrated in gure 1. Focusing to the
domain g  0, it is interesting to note that the singularities bounding the ow of k for
positive values are of dierent nature in d = 2 and d = 3: in d = 2 the domain is bounded
to the right by a xed singularity of  and  remains nite throughout this domain while
in d = 3 the singular line sing1 is screened by a divergence of . Notably, the position of the
singular lines is independent of NS , NV , and ND and thus also carries over to the analysis
of gravity-matter systems.
Finally, we note that the point (; g) = (1=2; 0) is special in the sense that the beta
functions (3.23) are of the form 0=0. In particular the value of the anomalous dimension 
depends on the direction along which this point is approached. We will denote this point
as \quasi-xed point" C  (12 ; 0) in the sequel.
Upon determining the xed point and singularity structure relevant for the renor-
malization group ow with a positive Newton's constant, it is rather straightforward to
construct the RG trajectories resulting from the beta functions (3.23) numerically. An
illustrative sample of RG trajectories characterizing the ow in D = 3 + 1 spacetime di-
mensions is shown in gure 2. Notably, the high-energy behavior of the ow is controlled by
the NGFP (4.2). Following the nomenclature introduced in [16], the low-energy behavior
can be classied according to the sign of the cosmological constant:
Type Ia: lim
k!0
(k; gk) = ( 1; 0) ; 0 < 0 ;
Type IIa: lim
k!0
(k; gk) = (0; 0) ; 0 = 0 ;




























Figure 2. Phase diagram of the RG ow originating from the beta functions (3.23) in D = 3 + 1
spacetime dimensions. The ow is dominated by the interplay of the NGFP (point \A") controlling
the ow for ultra-high energies and the GFP (point \O") governing the low-energy behavior. The
ow undergoes a crossover between these two xed points. For some of the RG trajectory this
crossover is intersected by the singular locus (4.5) (red line). The arrows indicate the direction of
the RG ow pointing from high to low energy.
These three phases are realized by the RG trajectories owing to the left (Type Ia), to the
right (Type IIIa), and on top of the bold blue line emanating from the GFP \O" (Type IIa).
Once the trajectories enter the vicinity of the GFP, characterized by gk  1, the dimension-
ful Newton's constant Gk and cosmological constant k are essentially k-independent, so
that the trajectories enter into a \classical regime". For trajectories of Type Ia this regime
extends to k = 0. Trajectories of Type IIIa terminate in the singularity sing (red line) at a
nite value kterm. The high-energy and low-energy regimes are connected by a crossover of
the RG ow. For some of the trajectories, this crossover cuts through the red line marking
a divergence in the anomalous dimension of Newton's constant. This peculiar feature can
be traced back to the critical exponents (4.3) where the beta functions (3.23) lead to a
exceptionally low value for Re(1;2). Compared to other incarnations of the ow, which
come with signicantly higher values for Re(1;2), this makes the spiraling process around
the NGFP less compact. As a consequence the ow actually touches sing. Since this fea-
ture is absent in the ow diagrams obtained from the Matsubara computation [73, 74], the
foliated RG ows studied in [79], and in the ows obtained in the covariant formalism [16],
it is likely that this is rather a particularity of the ow based on (3.23), instead of a genuine
physical feature.
4.2 Gravity-matter systems
In order to classify the xed point structures realized for a generic gravity-matter system,

















Dirac spinors ND enter the gravitational beta functions (3.23) in terms of the combinations
4





2(d+1)=2ND ; d  NS+(d 1)NV  2(d+1)=2ND : (4.7)
For d = 3 these denitions reduce to
dg = NS  NV  ND ; d = NS + 2NV   4ND : (4.8)
The relation (4.8) allows to assign coordinates to any matter sector. For example, the
standard model of particle physics comprises NS = 4 scalars, ND = 45=2 Dirac fermions
and NV = 12 vector elds and is thus located at (dg; d) = ( 61=2; 62). For NS and
NV being positive integers including zero and ND taking half-integer values in order to
also accommodate chiral fermions, dg and d take half-integer values and cover the entire
dg-d-plane.
The beta functions (3.23) then give rise to a surprisingly rich set of NGFPs whose
properties can partially be understood analytically. The condition gjg=g = 0 entails that
any NGFP has to come with an anomalous dimension  =  2. This relation can be solved
analytically, determining the xed point coordinate g(; dg) as a function of  and dg.
Substituting  =  2 together with the relation for g into the second xed point condition,
jg=g = 0, then leads to a fth order polynomial in  whose coecients depend on dg; d.
The roots of this polynomial provide the coordinate  of a candidate NGFP. The fact that
the polynomial is of fth order then entails that the beta functions (3.23) may support at
most ve NGFPs, independent of the matter content of the system.
The precise xed point structure realized for a particular set of values (dg; d) can be
determined numerically. The number of NGFPs located within the physically interesting
region g > 0 and  < 1=2 is displayed in gure 3, where black, blue, green and red
mark matter sectors giving rise to zero, one, two, and three NGFPs, respectively. On this
basis, we learn that systems possessing zero or one NGFP are rather generic, while matter
sectors giving rise to two or three NGFPs are conned to a small region in the center of
the dg-d-plane.
The classication of the NGFPs identied in gure 3 according to their stability prop-
erties is provided in gure 4 with the color-coding explained in table 2. The left diagram
provides the classication for the case of zero (black region) and one NGFP. Here green
and blue indicate the existence of a single UV-attractive NGFP with real (green) or com-
plex (blue) critical exponents. Saddle points with one UV attractive and one UV repulsive
eigendirection (magenta) and IR xed points (red, orange) occur along a small wedge par-
alleling the d-axis, only. The gray region supporting multiple NGFPs is magnied in the
right diagram of gure 3. All points in this region support at least one UV NGFP suitable
for Asymptotic Safety while there is a wide range of possibilities for the stability properties
4The precise relation between the parameters dg, d and the matter content may depend on the pre-
cise choice of regulator employed in matter traces, see appendix C.3. Carrying out the classication of
xed point structures in terms of the deformation parameters shifts this regulator dependence into the
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Figure 4. Classication of the NGFPs arising from the beta functions (3.23) in the dg-d-plane,
following the color-code provided in table 2. The left diagram classies the stability behavior of the
one-xed point sector. In particular, the black region does not support any NGFP while the regions
giving rise to a single, UV-attractive NGFP with complex and real critical exponents are marked
in blue and green, respectively. The eld content of the standard model is situated in the lower-left
quadrant, (dg; d) = ( 61=2; 62), and marked with a bold green dot. The gray area, supporting
multiple NGFPs is magnied in the right diagram with empty and lled symbols indicating the
existence of two and three NGFPs, respectively.
of the second and third NGFP. Clearly, it would be interesting to study the RG ow result-
ing from the interplay of these xed points. Since it will turn out (see table 3), however,
that there is no popular particle physics model situated in this regions, we postpone this
investigation to a subsequent work.
The classication in gure 3 establishes that the existence of a UV-attractive NGFP
suitable for Asymptotic Safety is rather generic and puts only mild constraints on the

















class NGFPs NGFP1 NGFP2 NGFP3 color code
Class 0 0       black region
Class Ia 1 UV, spiral     blue region
Class Ib 1 UV, real     green region
Class Ic 1 saddle     magenta region
Class Id 1 IR, spiral     red region
Class Ie 1 IR, real     orange region
Class IIa 2 UV, real IR, real   open circle
Class IIb 2 UV, real IR, spiral   open square
Class IIc 2 UV, spiral IR, spiral   open triangle
Class IId 2 UV, spiral UV, real   open diamond
Class IIIa 3 UV, real saddle IR, real lled circle
Class IIIb 3 UV, real saddle IR, spiral lled square
Class IIIc 3 UV, spiral saddle IR, spiral lled triangle
Table 2. Color-code for the xed point classication provided in gure 4. The column NGFPs gives
the number of NGFP solutions while the subsequent columns characterize their behavior in terms
of 2 UV-attractive (UV), one UV-attractive and one UV-repulsive (saddle) and 2 IR-attractive (IR)
eigendirections with real (real) and complex (spiral) critical exponents.
phenomenologically interesting matter sectors including the standard model of particle
physics (SM) and its most commonly studied extensions.5 The result is summarized in
table 3. The map (4.8) allows to relate the number of scalars NS , vector elds NV and
Dirac fermions ND dening the eld content of a specic matter sector to coordinates
in the dg-d-plane. The resulting coordinates are given in the fth and sixth column
of table 3. Correlating these coordinates with the data provided by gure 4 yields two
important results: rstly, all matter models studied in table 3 are located in regions of
the dg-d-plane which host a single UV-attractive NGFP with real stability coecients.
Secondly, we note a qualitative dierence between the standard model and its extensions
(rst ve matter sectors) and grand unied theories (GUTs). The former all belong to the
green region in the lower left part of the dg-d-plane while the second class of models sits
in the upper-right quadrant. As a result, the corresponding NGFPs possess very distinct
features. The NGFPs appearing in the rst case have a characteristic product g < 0.
Their critical exponents show a rather minor dependence on the precise matter content of
the theory and have values in the range 1 ' 3:8{3:9 and 2 ' 2:0. In contrast, the NGFPs
appearing in the context of GUT-type models come with a positive product g > 0.
They are signicantly larger 1 > 19 than in the former case and show a much stronger
dependence on the matter eld content. Thus while all matter sectors investigated in
table 3 give rise to a NGFP suitable for realizing Asymptotic Safety the magnitude of

















model NS ND NV dg d g  1 2
pure gravity 0 0 0 0 0 0:78 + 0:32 0:50 5:38 i
Standard Model (SM) 4 452 12   612   62 0:75   0:93 3.871 2.057
SM, dark matter (dm) 5 452 12   592   61 0:76   0:94 3.869 2.058
SM, 3  4 24 12   32   68 0:72   0:99 3.884 2.057
SM, 3 , dm, axion 6 24 12   30   66 0:75   1:00 3.882 2.059
MSSM 49 612 12 +
13
2   49 2:26   2:30 3.911 2.154
SU(5) GUT 124 24 24 + 76 + 76 0:17 + 0:41 25.26 6.008
SO(10) GUT 97 24 45 + 28 + 91 0:15 + 0:40 19.20 6.010
Table 3. Fixed point structure arising from the eld content of commonly studied matter models.
All models apart from the minimally supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) and the grand unied
theories (GUT), sit in the lower-left quadrant of gure 4. All matter congurations possess a single
ultraviolet attractive NGFP with real critical exponents.
the critical exponents hints that the SM-type theories may have more predictive power in
terms of a lower number of relevant coupling constants in the gravitational sector.
At this stage it is also instructive to construct the phase diagram resulting from gravity
coupled to the matter content of the standard model. Following the strategy of section 4.1,
an illustrative sample of RG trajectories obtained from solving the beta functions (3.23)
for (dg; d) = ( 61=2; 62) is shown in gure 5. Similarly to the case of pure gravity, the
ow is dominated by the interplay of the NGFP situated at (g; ) = (0:75; 0:93) and
the GFP in the origin. The NGFP controls the UV behavior of the trajectories while the
GFP is responsible for the occurrence of a classical low-energy regime. The classication
of possible low-energy behaviors is again given by the limits (4.6). A notable dierence
to the pure gravity case is the absence of the inspiraling behavior of trajectories onto the
NGFP. This reects the property that the NGFPs of the gravity-matter models come with
real critical exponents. Moreover, the shift of the NGFP to negative values  entails that
the singularity (4.5) (red line) no longer aects the crossover of the trajectories from the
NGFP to the GFP. Notably, other matter sectors located in the lower-left green region of
gure 4 give rise to qualitatively similar phase diagrams so that the ow shown in gure 5
provides a prototypical showcase for this class of universal behaviors.
Owed to their relevance for cosmological model building, we close this section with a
more detailed investigation of the xed point structures appearing in gravity-scalar models
with NV = ND = 0. For illustrative purposes we formally also include negative values NS in
order to capture the typical behavior of matter theories located in the lower-left quadrant of
gure 4. Notably, all values NS give rise to a NGFP with two UV attractive eigendirections.
The position (; g) and stability coecients of this family of xed points is displayed in
gure 6. The rst noticeable feature is a sharp transition in the position of the NGFP
occurring at NS '  6: for NS   6 the NGFP is located at  < 0 while for NS >  5 one




























Figure 5. Phase diagram depicting the RG ow of gravity coupled to the matter content of the
standard model in D = 3 + 1 spacetime dimensions. Similarly to the pure gravity case, the phase
diagram is dominated by the interplay of the NGFP (point \A") controlling the ow for ultra-high
energies and the GFP (point \O") governing its low-energy behavior. The singular locus (4.5) is
depicted by the red line and arrows point towards lower values of k.
be a xed point of the beta functions (3.23) in the large NS limit. The value of the critical
exponents shown in the lower line of gure 6 indicates that there are two transitions: for
NS   6 there is a UV-attractive NGFP with two real critical exponents 1 ' 4 and
2 ' 2. These values are essentially independent on NS . On the interval  6  NS  46
the critical exponents turn into a complex pair. In particular for NS = 0, one recovers
the pure gravity xed point NGFP (4.2). For NS > 46 one again has a UV-attractive
NGFP with two real critical exponents with one of the critical exponents becoming large.
Thus we clearly see a qualitatively dierent behavior of the NGFPs situated in the upper-
right quadrant (relevant for GUT-type matter models) and the NGFPs in the lower-left
quadrant (relevant for the standard model) of gure 4, reconrming that the Asymptotic
Safety mechanism realized within these classes of models is of a dierent nature.
5 Summary and outlook
This work uses the functional renormalization group equation (FRGE) for the eective av-
erage action  k [14, 70{72] adapted to the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) formalism [73, 74]
to study the renormalization group ow of Newton's constant and the cosmological constant
for minimally coupled gravity-matter models. As an important conceptual advantage the
resulting construction equips spacetime with a natural foliation structure. The resulting


















































Figure 6. Position (top) and stability coecients (bottom) of the UV NGFPs appearing in gravity-
scalar systems as a function of NS . The xed point structure undergoes qualitative changes at
NS   6 and NS  46 where the critical exponents change from real to complex values.
The ADM-formalism expresses the metric degree's of freedom in terms of a Lapse
function, a shift vector and a metric measuring distances on spatial slices, see eq. (2.4).
The key diculty in obtaining a well-dened o-shell ow equation for this case originates
from the fact that the Lapse function and the shift vector appear as Lagrange multipli-
ers. Implementing \proper-time gauge" [84], using the freedom of choosing a coordinate
system to eliminating the uctuations in the Lapse function and shift vector, leads to non-
canonical propagators for the remaining uctuation elds, see table 1. Following [79], our
work bypasses this obstruction by implementing a new Feynman-type gauge xing for the
ADM-elds. The main virtue of the construction is that all elds, including the Lagrange
multipliers and ghosts, obtain regular, relativistic dispersion relations. Moreover, all com-
ponent elds propagate with the same speed of light when the dispersion relations are
evaluated in a Minkowski background. This condition xes the gauge choice uniquely up
to a physically irrelevant Z2  Z2 symmetry. The construction is reminiscent to Feynman
gauge in quantum electrodynamics where the gauge-xing provides a suitable kinetic term
for the time-component of the gauge-potential.
In this work we apply the resulting ow equation to study the scale-dependence of
Newton's constant and the cosmological constant for gravity minimally coupled to an ar-
bitrary number of free scalar, vector, and Dirac elds. In this case, it suces to evaluate
the general FRGE on a at Friedmann-Robertson-Walker background. The beta func-
tions encoding the projected ow are encoded in the volume factor and extrinsic curvature

















the main limitations of the Matsubara-type computations [73, 74] where time-direction
was taken compact.
Our central result for the case of pure gravity is the phase diagram shown in gure 2.
Structurally, the result matches the phase diagrams obtained from studying similar RG
ows in the metric formulation [16, 17, 19, 20] and from the evaluation of Lorentzian RG
ows based on the Matsubara-formalism [73, 74]. In particular, we recover the key element
of Asymptotic Safety, a UV-attractive non-Gaussian xed point (NGFP). Subsequently,
we classify the xed point structure for gravity minimally coupled to an arbitrary number
of free matter elds. We observe that the contribution of the matter sector can be encoded
in a two-parameter deformation of the beta functions resulting from the pure gravity case
and we give an explicit map between the eld content of the model and the deformation
parameters. In terms of the deformation parameters, it is found that the occurrence of
a NGFP suitable for Asymptotic Safety is rather generic (see gure 4). In particular the
eld content of the standard model (and also its most commonly studied extensions) gives
rise to a UV xed point with real critical exponents. Moreover, our classication reveals
that certain models with a low number of massless matter elds also admit an additional
infrared xed point which could provide the completion of the RG ow at low energy.
Our ndings complement earlier studies based on the metric formalism [62, 64] by clearly
demonstrating that the NGFPs responsible for Asymptotic Safety appearing for gravity
coupled to the matter content of the standard model and grand unied type theories are
qualitatively dierent.
The setup developed in this work provides an important stepping stone for future
developments of the gravitational Asymptotic Safety program. Conceptually, the results
reported in this work remove one of the main obstructions for computing transition ampli-
tudes between spatial geometries at dierent instances in time. Moreover, they provide a
solid starting ground for computing real time correlation functions by combining the FRGE
for the ADM formalism with the ideas advocated in [96, 97]. On the phenomenological
side, our work evaluates the ow equation (2.22) on a at Friedmann-Robertson-Walker
background and captures the gravitational uctuations through the component elds typi-
cally used in cosmic perturbation theory. This setup is easily extended by including scalar
elds and we showed explicitly that the Asymptotic Safety mechanism remains intact
for this case. These features make the present framework predestined for studying the
scale-dependence of cosmic perturbations within the Asymptotic Safety program also in
the context of single-eld inationary models. We hope to come back to these points in
the future.
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A The at Friedmann-Robertson-Walker background




1 ; a()2 ij
 () N = 1 ; Ni = 0 ; ij = a()2 ij : (A.1)











implying that t is always normal to the spatial hypersurface  . The extrinsic and intrinsic




K ij ; R = 0 ; Di = @i (A.3)
where K  ij Kij . Moreover, the Christoel-connection on the spatial slices vanishes such
that Di = @i.
In order to evaluate the operator traces appearing in the ow equation it is useful to
resort to heat-kernel techniques with respect to the background spacetime (A.1). For this
purpose, we observe that (A.2) entails that there is a canonical \lifting" of vectors tangent
to the spatial slice to D-dimensional vectors
vi(; y) 7! v(; y)  (0 ; vi(; y))T : (A.4)
The D-dimensional Laplacian s   g D D (s = 0; 1; 2) naturally acts on these
D-vectors. In order to rewrite the variations in terms of D-covariant quantities, we exploit
that s can be expressed in terms of the at space Laplacian    @2   ij@i@j and the
extrinsic curvature. For the Laplacian acting on D-dimensional elds with zero, one, and

































When evaluating the traces by covariant heat-kernel methods, we then use the embedding
map (A.4) together with the completion (A.5) to express the operator  in terms of i.
The operator traces appearing in (2.22) are conveniently evaluated using standard













(D)R tri 1  triE

+ : : :

: (A.6)
Here tri is a trace over the internal space and the dots indicate terms build from four and
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Table 4. Heat-kernel coecients for the component elds appearing in the decompositions (3.7)
and (3.8). Here S, V , T , TV , and TTT are scalars, vectors, symmetric two-tensors, transverse
vectors, and transverse traceless symmetric matrices, respectively.















Combining the diagonal form of the projectors (A.2) with the D-dimensional heat-
kernel expansion (A.6) allows to write operator traces for the component elds. On the










a0 + a2 s K
2 + : : :
i
; (A.8)
The coecient an depend on the index structure i of the uctuation eld and are listed
in table 4. This result (A.8) is the key ingredient for evaluating the operator traces of the
ow equation on a at FRW background.
B Hessians in a Friedmann-Robertson-Walker background
The evaluation of the ow equation (2.22) requires the Hessian  
(2)
k . The technical details
of this calculation are summarized in this appendix. In the sequel, indices are raised and






 ; and ^  ij ^ij (B.1)
to lighten the notation and use    ij@i@j to denote the Laplacian on the spatial slices.
B.1 Hessians in the gravitational sector: decomposition of uctuations
When constructing  
(2)
k , it is convenient to consider (3.1) as a linear combination of the in-
teraction monomials (3.4). These monomials are then expanded in terms of the uctuation
elds according to
N = N + N^ ; Ni = Ni + N^i ; ij = ij + ^ij : (B.2)
As an intermediate result, we note that the expansion of the extrinsic curvature (2.12)
around the FRW background is given by
Kij =  N^ Kij + 1
2
(@ ^ij   @iN^j   @jN^i) ;
2Kij = 2 N^
2 Kij   N^

@ ^ij   @iN^j   @jN^i



















were n denotes the order of the expression in the uctuation elds. For later reference,
it is also useful to have the explicit form of these expressions contracted with the inverse
background metric
ij (Kij) =  N^ K + 1
2





= 2 N^2 K   N^ ij (@ ^ij) + 2N^@iN^i + N^k
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2 + 2 K ij

2Kij + (Kij)(2N^ + ^)







d2   8d+ 8
4d2














































In order to arrive at the nal form of these expressions, we integrated by parts and made
manifest use of the geometric properties of the background (A.3).
In order to develop a consistent gauge-xing scheme and to simplify the structure of
the ow equation it is useful to carry out a further transverse-traceless decomposition of the
uctuation elds entering into (B.5). A very convenient choice is provided by the standard
decomposition of the uctuation elds used in cosmic perturbation theory (see, e.g., [83]
for a detailed discussion) where the shift vector and the metric on the spatial slice are
rewritten according to





















The component elds are subject to the constraints
@i ui = 0 ; @
i hij = 0 ; 
ijhij = 0 ; @
ivi = 0 ; (B.7)
indicating that ui and vi are transverse vectors and hij is a transverse-traceless tensor.
Notably, the partial derivatives and  can be commuted freely, since the background
metric is independent of the spatial coordinates. The normalization of the component

















non-trivial Jacobians. This can be seen from noting
N^i N^




ij + (d  1) 2 + E2 + 2 vi vi ;
(B.8)
implying that a Gaussian integral over the ADM uctuations leads to a Gaussian integral
in the component elds which does not give rise to operator-valued determinants.
The nal step expresses the variations (B.5) in terms of the component elds (B.6).
The rather lengthy computation can be simplied by using the identities
^ =  (d  1)   E ; @i^ij =  @jE  
p
 vj ; @
i@j ^ij = E : (B.9)







































































































































(d  1) + E+ 2BB
  4 KN^
p







(d  1) + E+ 2 K2N^2 :
(B.12)
On this basis one nds that










































































































































Finally, 2I3 and 







    1
2
hijh





















Combining these variations according to (3.1) one arrives the matrix entries for 2 gravk . In
the at space limit, where K = 0, these entries are listed in the second column of table 1.
B.2 Gauge-xing terms
Following the strategy of the previous subsection it is useful to also decompose the gauge-








ij Fj : (B.16)
Since the functionals F and Fi dened in eq. (3.12) are linear in the uctuation elds,
the gauge-xing terms are quadratic in the uctuations by construction. This feature is
highlighted by adding the 2 to the denition of the monomials.
Substituting the explicit form of F and Fi and recasting the resulting expressions in







c1@ + (c1   c9) K
  
c1@ + c9 K
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 + (c1   c9) K
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 + c8 K
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(c4@ + c10 K)ui   2c5c6N^
 
(d  1) + E
  2c5c7N^E + c26
 
(d  1) + E (d  1) + E
+ 2c6c7
 
(d  1) + EE + c27 EE + vivi :
(B.18)
Here again we made use of the geometric properties of the background and integrated by
parts in order to obtain a similar structure as in the gravitational sector.
Combining the results (B.13), (B.14), (B.15), (B.17), and (B.18), taking into account
the relative signs between the terms and restoring the coupling constants according to (3.6)
gives the part of the gauge-xed gravitational action quadratic in the uctuation elds. The
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d
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 + c8 K)
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Based on this general result, one may then search for a particular gauge xing which,
rstly, eliminates all terms containing
p
 and, secondly, ensures that all component elds
obey a relativistic dispersion relation in the limit when K = 0. A careful inspection
of eq. (B.19) shows that there is an essentially unique gauge choice which satises both
conditions. The resulting values for the coecients ci are given in eq. (3.13). Specifying
the general result to these values nally results in the gauge-xed Hessian appearing in the
gravitational sector (3.17). Taking the limit K = 0, the propagators resulting from this
gauge-xing are displayed in the third column of table 1. In this way it is straightforward
to verify that the gauge choice indeed satises the condition of a relativistic dispersion
relation for all component elds.
The gauge-xing is naturally accompanied by a ghost action exponentiating the re-
sulting Faddeev-Popov determinant. For the gauge-xing conditions F and Fi the ghost
action comprises a scalar ghost c; c and a (spatial) vector ghost bi; bi. Their action can be


















denotes the variation of the gauge-xing condition with respect to the uctuation
elds ^ =
h
N^ ; N^i; ^ij
i
at xed background and the expressions c;bi
i are given by the
variations (2.8) with the parameters f and i replaced by the scalar ghost c and vector
ghost bi, respectively. Taking into account terms quadratic in the uctuation elds only, the

















sector, eq. (3.17), this result completes the construction of the Hessians entering the right-
hand-side of the ow equation (2.22).
C Evaluation of the operator traces
In section 3 the operator traces have been written in terms of the standard D = d + 1-
dimensional Laplacian s   gDD where s = 0; 1; 2 indicates that the Laplacian is
acting on elds with zero, one or two spatial indices. In this appendix, we use the heat-
kernel techniques detailed, e.g., in [6, 14] and [98] to construct the resulting contributions
to the ow.
C.1 Cuto scheme and master traces
The nal step in the construction of the right-hand-side of the ow equation is the spec-
ication of the regulator Rk. Throughout this work, we will resort to regulators of Type
I, which are implicitly dened through the relation that the regulator dresses up each
D-dimensional Laplacian by a scale-dependent mass term according to the rule
s 7! Pk  s +Rk : (C.1)
Here Rk denotes a scalar prole function, providing the k-dependent mass term for the uc-
tuation modes. The prescription (C.1) then xes the matrix-valued regulator Rk uniquely.
In this course, we rst notice that the matrix elements  
(2)










s + w + v1 K2 + v2 _K + v3 K@
i
; (C.2)
where s = 1; 0 depending on whether the matrix element arises from the gravitational
or the ghost sector and w encodes a possible contribution from a cosmological constant.
Moreover, c and the vi are d-dependent numerical coecients whose values can be read o
from eqs. (3.17) and (3.18). Applying the rule (C.1) then yields
Rkj^i^j = (32Gk)
 s cRk : (C.3)
Subsequently, one has to construct the inverse of ( 
(2)
k +Rk). Given the left-hand-side
of the ow equation (3.3) it thereby suces to keep track of terms containing up to two





 P + V ; (C.4)
where the propagator-matrix P collects all terms containing s and k and the potential-
matrix V collects the terms with at least one power of the extrinsic background curvature
K. The inverse ( 
(2)
k + Rk) 1 can then be constructed as an expansion in V. Retaining

















Typically, P+V has a block-diagonal form in eld space. At this stage it is instructive
to look at a single block for which we assume that it is spanned by a single eld (e.g., hij).
In a slight abuse of notation we denote the propagator and potential on this block by P and
V as well. From the structure of the Hessians one nds that the propagator has the form
P 1 = (32Gk)s c 1 (s +Rk + w) 1 ; (C.6)
while the potential V is constructed from three dierent types of insertions
V1 = (32Gk) s c K2 ; V2 = (32Gk) s c _K ; V3 = (32Gk) s c K@ : (C.7)
The structure (C.5) can be used to write the right-hand-side of the ow equation in
terms of master traces, which are independent of the particular choice of cuto function.
Dening the prole function R(0)(s=k2) through the relation Rk = k2R(0)(s=k2), it is















[z +R(0)(z) + w]p
:
(C.8)
For a cuto of Litim type, Rk = (k
2  s) (k2  s), to which we resort in the main part






; epn(w)  1 (n+ 2) 1(1 + w)p : (C.9)
The right-hand-side of the ow equation is then conveniently evaluated in terms of the









21D=2( ~w)   s e1D=2( ~w)
+ a2





The case with one potential insertion gives
Tr






22D=2( ~w)   s e2D=2( ~w) K2k2 ;
Tr






22D=2( ~w)   s e2D=2( ~w) K2k2 ;
Tr
P 1 V3 P 1 @tRk = 0 :
(C.11)
At the level of two insertions only the trace containing (V3)2 contributes to the ow. In













22D=2+1( ~w)  se2D=2+1( ~w) K2k2 : (C.12)
Here a0 and a2 are the spin-dependent heat-kernel coecients introduced in appendix A and
~w  wk 2. Note that once a trace contains two derivatives of the background curvature,
all remaining derivatives may be computed freely, since commutators give rise to terms

















C.2 Trace contributions in the gravitational sector
At this stage, we have all the ingredients for evaluating the operator traces appearing on
the right-hand-side of the FRGE, keeping all terms contributing to the truncation (3.20).
In order to cast the resulting expressions into compact form, it is convenient to combine
the threshold functions (C.9) according to
qpn(w)  2 pn(w)   epn(w) ; (C.13)
and recall the denition of the dimensionless quantities (3.20). Moreover, all traces include
the proper factors of 1=2 and signs appearing on the right-hand-side of the FRGE.
We rst evaluate the traces arising from the blocks of  (2) + Rk which are one-
dimensional in eld space. In the gravitational sector, this comprises the contributions
of the component elds hij ; ui; vi, and B. Applying the master formulas (C.10) and (C.11)
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The evaluation of the traces in the ghost sector follows along the same lines. In this
case one also has a contribution from the third master trace (C.12). The total contributions
of the scalar ghosts is then given by




















where all threshold functions are evaluated at zero argument. Recalling that the vector
ghost bi is not subject to a transverse constraint, the trace evaluates to





















The last contribution of the ow is provided by the three scalar elds  = (N^ ; E;  ).

















3-matrix in eld space with non-zero o-diagonal entries. Applying the decomposition (C.4)
the matrix P resulting from (3.17) is
P = (32Gk) 1
2664
0 12 (0   2) d 12 (0   2)
1
2 (0   2) 14 (0   2)  d 14 (0   2)
d 1
2 (0   2)  d 14 (0   2)   (d 1)(d 3)4 (0   2)
3775 ; (C.17)
while the matrix V is symmetric with entries
V11 =  2(d  1)
d2

2 K2 + d _K

; V12 =  5d
2   12d+ 16
8d2
K2
V22 =  d  1
4d

K2 + 2 _K

; V13 =  (d  1)(5d
2   12d+ 16)
8d2
K2




K2 + 2 _K




















2  d 14   (d 1)(d 3)4
3775 : (C.19)
The master traces (C.10) and (C.11) also hold in the case where P and V are matrix valued.
Constructing the inverse of P on eld space explicitly and evaluating the corresponding







































The traces (C.14), (C.15), (C.16), and (C.20) complete the evaluation of the ow equation
on a at FRW background. Substituting these expressions into the FRGE (2.22) and
retaining the terms present in (3.3) then leads to the beta functions (3.23) where the
threshold functions are evaluated with a Litim type regulator (C.9).
C.3 Minimally coupled matter elds
At the level of the Einstein-Hilbert truncation (3.1), including the contribution of the
matter sector (2.15) to the ow of Newton's constant and the cosmological constant is
rather straightforward. When expanding the matter elds around a vanishing background
value, the Hessian  (2) arising in the matter sector contains variations with respect to the
matter elds only and all Laplacians reduce to the background Laplacians. The resulting

















formulation [12, 13, 82]. The trace capturing the contributions of the NS scalar elds
 yields














The gauge sector, comprising NV gauge elds A and the corresponding Faddeev-Popov
ghosts C;C contributes





























Adding eqs. (C.22) and (C.23) gives the total contribution of the gauge elds to the ow














When evaluating the contribution of the fermionic degrees of freedom, we follow the
discussion [82], resulting in
























Here r is a numerical coecient which depends on the precise implementation of the reg-
ulating function: r = 0 for a Type I regulator while the Type II construction of [82]
corresponds to r = 1. In order to be consistent with the evaluation of the other traces
in the gravitational and matter sectors, we will resort to the Type I regulator scheme,
setting r = 0. Adding the results (C.21), (C.24), and (C.25) to the contribution from
the gravitational sector gives rise to the NS , NV , and ND-dependent terms in the beta
functions (3.23).
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